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Abstract
Since the manual detection of electrographic seizures in continuous electroencephalogram
(EEG) monitoring is very time-consuming and requires a trained expert, attempts to develop
automatic seizure detection are diverse and ongoing. Machine learning approaches are intensely
being applied to this problem due to their ability to classify seizure conditions from a large
amount of data, and provide pre-screened results for neurologists. Several features, data trans-
formations, and classifiers have been explored to analyze and classify seizures via EEG signals.
In the literature, some jointly-applied features used in the classification may have shared simi-
lar contributions, making them redundant in the learning process. Therefore, this paper aims
to comprehensively summarize feature descriptions and their interpretations in characterizing
epileptic seizures using EEG signals, as well as to review classification performance metrics. To
provide meaningful information of feature selection, we conducted an experiment to examine
the quality of each feature independently. The Bayesian error and non-parametric probability
distribution estimation were employed to determine the significance of the individual features.
Moreover, a redundancy analysis using a correlation-based feature selection was applied. The
results showed that the following features –variance, energy, nonlinear energy, and Shannon
entropy computed on a raw EEG signal, as well as variance, energy, kurtosis, and line length
calculated on wavelet coefficients– were able to significantly capture the seizures. An improve-
ment of 4.77–13.51% in the Bayesian error from the baseline was obtained.
1 Introduction
An epileptic seizure, as defined by the International League Against Epilepsy [FAA+14], is a tem-
porary event of symptoms due to synchronization of abnormally excessive activities of neurons in
the brain. It has been estimated that approximately 65 million people around the world are af-
fected by epilepsy [TBB+11]. Nevertheless, it is still a time-consuming process for neurologists to
review continuous electroencephalograms (EEGs) to monitor epileptic patients. Therefore, several
researchers have developed different techniques that help neurologists to identify an epilepsy oc-
currence [ASS+13, LYLO14, KKP15]. The whole process of automated epileptic seizure analysis
primarily consists of data acquisition, signal pre-processing, feature extraction, feature or channel
selection, and classification. This paper focuses on a selection of features commonly used in the liter-
ature, including statistical parameters (mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis), amplitude-related
parameters (energy, nonlinear energy, line length, maximum and minimum values) and entropy-
related measures. These features can be categorized based on their interpretation or the domain
from which the features are calculated. While some studies have considered a particular group of
features applicable to their proposed classification method [Got82, GRD+10, OLC+09], others have
applied various groups of features extracted from the time, frequency, and time-frequency domains.
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For example, 55 features were used with a support vector machine (SVM) and post-processing for
neonatal seizure detection, which provided a good detection rate of 89.2% with one false detection per
hour [TTM+11a]. Feature redundancy and relevance analysis were applied to 132 features to reduce
the vector dimension [AWG06]. Fast correlation based-filter proposed in [YL04], correlation-based
selection (CFS) [Hal99], and ReliefF established in [KSˇRSˇ97], were utilized to select non-redundant
features and the filtered features were classified by an artificial neural network (ANN). It turned
out that 30-optimal selected features by ReliefF achieved the best result with 91% sensitivity and
95% specificity. These studies showed that there is the need to review feature selection as relevant
features are directly related to the seizure classification performance.
There have been a number of review articles focusing on automated epileptic seizure detection
(AESD). A brief investigation on the AESD methods with some mathematical descriptions was
provided in [ASS+13]. The EEG analyses were categorized into time domain, frequency domain,
time-frequency domain, and nonlinear methods. The authors then discussed the importance of anal-
ysis of surrogate data and methods of epilepsy classifications of two (normal and ictal) and three
(normal, interictal, and ictal) classes, where the nonlinear features outperformed the others with an
accuracy of more than 99%. However, implementation of statistical parameters was not addressed
in this paper. Applications of using entropy for epilepsy analysis were reported in [AFS+15]. Many
types of entropy have been utilized in the AESD, both jointly and independently. All entropies were
mathematically stated in combination with their advantages and disadvantages. The authors also
showed differences of each feature in the normal and ictal groups via the F -value. The three high-
est ranked features were Renyi’s, sample, and spectral entropies. Moreover, the seizure detection
techniques of the whole process, including feature extraction, feature selection, and classification
methods, were summarized [ASSK16]. Feature extraction methods were divided into two spectral
domains, i.e., time-frequency analysis and temporal domain. However, only a brief demonstration
of each method was depicted; there was no explanation in the mathematical formulae and the AESD
implementation was not described in the paper. Characteristics of focal and non-focal seizure activ-
ities observed from EEG signals were also reviewed in [AHD+18]. Focal EEG signals and non-focal
EEG signals were obtained from the epilepsy- affected and unaffected areas, respectively. Nonlinear
features, such as Hjorth parameters, entropy, and fractal dimension, were used to characterize and
compare the focal and non-focal EEG signals using the Bern-Barcelona EEG database [ASR12].
Nevertheless, none of these features were expressed mathematically.
In addition, some studies have, in part, involved the AESD application. Studies on channel selec-
tion techniques for processing EEG signals and reducing feature dimensions in seizure detection and
prediction are needed because considering every channel may cause overfitting problems [AESAA15].
The channel selection techniques of filtering, wrapper, embedded, hybrid, and human-based tech-
niques were graphically explained via flowcharts and found to show a high accuracy and low computa-
tional cost function. Uses of deep learning, including ANNs, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), in biological signal processing, including EEG, electromyo-
graphy, and electrocardiography signals, were also reviewed in [FHH+18]. The author summarized
that there were 24 studies relevant to EEG signal analysis; two of which were focused on AESD and
its prediction. It was also reported that applying CNN on the AESD had an 86.9% accuracy. Fur-
thermore, methods for non-stationary signal classification using time-frequency and time-scale repre-
sentations, and their differences were discussed in depth in the seizure detection application [BO18].
Several features were extracted after time-frequency and time-scale transformations: spectrogram,
Extended Modified B-Distribution, compact kernel distribution (CKD), Wigner-Ville distribution
(WVD), scalogram, Affine WVD (AWVD), pseudo-smoothed AWVD, and CKD with feature se-
lection, fed to a random forest (RF). The results showed that every time-frequency and time-scale
transformation achieved an accuracy of more than 80%, while CKD with 50 optimal selected features
yielded an accuracy of 86.41%.
A review mainly focusing on using the wavelet-based method for computer-aided seizure detection
was described in [FAAA15]. The authors summarized approaches for seizure detection using different
wavelets, i.e., discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and continuous wavelet transform (CWT), with
the use of nonlinear-based features and chaos-based measurements. The authors showed that the
Daubechies wavelet tap 4 was the most favorable wavelet for use in seizure detection. However,
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there was no explanation about the benefits of each wavelet, no mathematical expression of wavelet
transforms, and no comparison of the results between using different wavelet-based techniques. In
addition, a review of epileptic seizure prediction processes, including data collection, signal pre-
processing, feature extraction, feature selection, classification, and performance evaluation, was
reported in [ANRS17]. In the feature extraction, the authors categorized features into four groups of
linear univariate, linear bivariate, nonlinear univariate, and nonlinear bivariate features. In this case,
a nonlinear measure was defined as an attribute related to dynamic states of the brain. Moreover,
univariate and bivariate features were extracted from individual and multiple channels, respectively.
However, no mathematical description of all the processes was given.
From the past literature, we conclude that selecting distinguished features is required for applying
machine learning (ML) approaches to AESD, but previous studies still lack some conclusive points.
Firstly, many previous papers have applied a combination of features while providing neither a
clear conclusion about which feature has the highest contribution nor an intuitive meaning of using
such features [TTM+11a, AKS18, AS16]. Secondly, mathematical expressions of some complicated
features, such as entropies, and Hurst exponent (HE), were not consistently stated and so may lead to
an incorrect implementation [ASS+13, ASSK16]. Thirdly, most papers focused on a particular group
of features that use the classification accuracy as the main indicator to conclude the effectiveness of
those features [AS16, AJG17, CCS+18]. However, we believe that this cannot be a fair indicator for a
method comparison. To illustrate this, we consider using a default classifier that regards all signals as
normal. This method already yields a high accuracy if the data set in consideration contains mostly
normal signals, known as imbalanced data sets. Hence, in our opinion, a performance comparison of
all features is required using the same experimental setting based on the Bayes classifier and should
be done with a well-adjusted classification indicator. This paper, therefore, aims to explore all those
issues by providing a review of the feature extraction process and investigating the contribution
of each feature used in the seizure classification in EEG signals. We reported the accuracies and
other related metrics (if available) of previous studies on the same EEG databases. Our conclusions
related to feature significance are drawn from the experiments using commonly-used features and
on a public database reported in the literature.
Literature search In this review, we mainly gathered articles via Google Scholar to obtain pub-
lications from several databases, including ScienceDirect and IEEE Xplore. Studies that were pub-
lished between January 2010 and December 2018 were primarily considered to reveal the current
status of work. The first search aimed to find review articles using the following keywords: review,
automated epileptic seizure detection, EEG signal, channel selection, feature selection, deep learn-
ing, and feature extraction. In the second search, we primarily used the keywords: feature, nonlinear
feature, feature extraction, EEG signal, seizure detection, epilepsy detection, automated epileptic
seizure detection, entropy, neural network, and fractal dimension for finding research articles focus-
ing on the feature extraction. In addition, we also included more articles from ScienceDirect and
Mendeley recommender systems and references of the included studies. Studies that focused on ani-
mals, devices, software, medical treatment, drugs, and surgery were excluded. Only relevant studies
that used only EEG signals, applied non-typical features or combinations of widely used features,
and had a well-described feature explanation were included. This led to a total of 55 papers, includ-
ing nine review studies, to be thoroughly reviewed on the feature extraction. The other references
were related to techniques used in feature extraction.
This manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the features extracted from each
domain and their computational complexity. Features with detailed mathematical description are
categorized according to the domains from which they were calculated: time, frequency, and time-
frequency domains. In Section 3, we discuss evaluation metrics and summarize methods for the
AESD based on the use of features. Section 4 explains the Bayes method for classification and CFS
for assessing feature performance and redundancy, and the results are compared in Section 5.
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2 Feature extraction
This section describes the details of features commonly used in the literature of EEG seizure detec-
tion, categorized by feature domains: time, frequency, and time-frequency domains. Time-domain
features (TDFs) are those calculated on raw EEG signals or on pre-processed signals done in the time
domain, such as empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Frequency-domain features (FDFs) are com-
puted on discrete-Fourier transform of raw EEG signals. Time-frequency-domain features (TFDFs)
are defined on transformed EEG signals that contain both time and frequency characteristics, such
as short-time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram or DWT. In the last section, we briefly explain
the computational complexity of each feature so that users can take this concern when performing
a real-time implementation of AESD. To what follows, we denote X = [x[0], x[1], . . . , x[N − 1]] a
sequence of length N used for extracting a feature. For instance, X can be an epoch of a raw EEG
segment, absolute values of a raw EEG segment, power spectral density (PSD), approximation or
detail coefficients from any wavelet transform, or intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) from EMD.
2.1 Time-domain features (TDFs)
A TDF is calculated from a raw EEG signal or a decomposed signal performed on a time domain.
In the literature, one example of signal transformation is EMD that decomposes a signal into IMFs
[Hua14] and is commonly applied to signals that apparently exhibit non-stationary properties. In
this section, well-known TDFs are briefly described and those involving an entropy concept are
explained with mathematical expressions.
1. Groups of statistical parameters have been frequently used to discriminate between ictal and
normal patterns, because it is assumed that EEG statistical distributions during a seizure and
normal periods are different. These parameters are mean, variance, mode, median, skewness
(third moment describing data asymmetry), and kurtosis (fourth moment determining tailed-
ness of the distribution). The minimum and maximum values are also used to quantify the
range of data or the magnitude of signal baseline. Other statistical parameters include coef-
ficient of variation (CV) defined as the ratio of the standard deviation (SD) to the sample
mean that explains the dispersion of the data in relation to the population mean; first (Q1)
and third quartiles (Q3) that quantify the data denseness; and interquartile range (IQR) that
measures a deviation between the first and third quartiles.
2. Energy, average power, and root mean squared value (RMS) are mutually relevant to amplitude
measurements. The energy is a summation of a squared signal, the average power is the signal
mean square, and the RMS is the square root of the average power.
3. Line length, sometimes called curve length, is the total vertical length of the signal defined as
L(X) =
N−1∑
i=1
|x[i]− x[i− 1]|. (1)
It was originally presented in [EET+01] as an approximation of Katz’s fractal dimension.
4. Amplitude-integrated EEG (aEEG) is a visual inspection that is widely used for seizure de-
tection in hospitals [HWdVR08]. The aEEG signal is obtained by calculating the difference
between adjacent maximum and minimum values, i.e., the peak-to-peak rectification. Conse-
quently, the rectified signal is passed through the process of interpolation and semi-logarithmic
compression proposed in [MPS69]. The interpolated signal is linearly displayed in the range
0–10 µV and semi-logarithmically compressed in the range over 10 µV. This feature is applied
based upon the assumption that during seizure events the amplitude of signals are shifted up
from its baseline during normal events.
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5. Nonlinear energy (NE ), firstly established in [Kai90], extends the concept of energy (quadratic
measure) to including indefinite terms of shifted and lagged sequences, defined as
NE(X) =
N−2∑
i=1
(
x2[i]− x[i+ 1]x[i− 1]) . (2)
In [Kai90], if a signal has a simple harmonic motion with the amplitude A and the oscillation
frequency ω, it can be derived that the NE is proportional to A2ω2 when the sampling frequency
is high. Hence, high values of NE can indicate both shifted values in a high frequency of
oscillation and amplitude.
6. Shannon entropy (ShEn) [Sha48] reflects the uncertainty in random process or quantities. It
is defined as
ShEn(X) = −
∑
i
pi log pi, (3)
where pi is the probability of an occurrence of each of value in X.
7. Approximate entropy (ApEn) [Pin91] is a measure of the regularity and fluctuation in a time
series derived by comparing the similarity patterns of template vectors. The template vector
of size m is defined as a windowed signal: u[i] =
[
x[i] x[i+ 1] · · · x[i+m− 1]]T , and we
first consider the self-similarity of the template vector u[i] with a tolerance r, defined by
Cmi (r) =
1
N −m+ 1
N−m∑
j=0
Θ (r − ‖u[i]− u[j]‖∞) ,
where Θ (x) is the Heaviside step function, i.e., Θ (x) is one when x ≥ 0, and zero otherwise.
When X is mostly self-similar, then u[i] and u[j] sequences are very close and thus Ci is high.
The ApEn aggregates the self-similarity indices over all shifted possibilities of template vectors
given template length and tolerance. The ApEn is defined as
ApEn (X,m, r) =
1
N −m+ 1
N−m∑
i=0
logCmi (r)−
1
N −m
N−m−1∑
i=0
logCm+1i (r). (4)
8. Sample entropy (SampEn) [RM00] is based upon a concept similar to the ApEn, where the
SampEn compares the total number of template vectors of size m and m + 1. The SampEn
differs from the ApEn in that the self-similarity of all pairs of template vectors u[i] and u[j]
with a tolerance r is calculated by
φm(r) =
N−m∑
j=0,j 6=i
N−m∑
i=0
Θ (r − ‖u[i]− u[j]‖∞) .
If the signals are self-similar, φm(r) is high. The SampEn is defined by
SampEn (X,m, r) = log φm(r)− log φm+1(r). (5)
9. Permutation entropy (PE ) [BP02] is a measure of the local complexity in a signal. With the
template vector u[i] and a permutation pattern pik of order m consisting of m! patterns, the
permutation pattern probability for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,m! is defined as the probability that a
template vector has the same pattern as the permutation pattern:
p(pik) =
1
N −m+ 1
N−m∑
i=0
f (u[i], pik) , (6)
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where f (u[i], pik) = 1 when u[i] and pik are the same pattern, and zero otherwise. In this case,
the pattern is defined by the order of u[i] corresponding to its element. Then, the PE is defined
as
PE (X) = −
m!∑
k=1
p(pik) log p(pik). (7)
10. Weighted-permutation entropy (WPE ) [FCKP13] is a measure of the process complexity ex-
tended from PE by putting the variance of the template vector as a weight (wi) in computing
the probability of each permutation pattern, as calculated by
p(pik) =
(
N−m∑
i=0
f (u[i], pik)wi
)/(
N−m∑
i=0
wi
)
,
where f (u[i], pik) = 1 when u[i] and pik are the same pattern, and zero otherwise. Finally, the
WPE is calculated by
WPE (X) = −
m!∑
k=1
p(pik) log p(pik). (8)
11. Fuzzy entropy (FuzzEn) is another measure of the process uncertainty, where its calculation is
based on a zero-mean sequence [CWXY07]. Consider a windowed signal with mean removed:
u[i] =
[
x[i] x[i+ 1] · · · x[i+m− 1]]T − x¯[i]1, where x¯[i] = (1/m)m−1∑
j=0
x[i + j], and 1 is
a column vector of ones. Like other entropy measures, the sequence u is used to compute a
self-similarity index, φ, but for FuzzEn, a Gaussian function is used as defined by
φ(m)(r) =
1
(N −m)(N −m− 1)
N−m∑
j=0,j 6=i
N−m∑
i=0
ed
2
ij/2r
2
,
where dij = ‖u[i]− u[j]‖∞. If X is self-similar, then dij is small and relative to the Gaussian
curve with variance r2, and so we can determine how high φ(m)(r) is. The FuzzEn is then
defined to reflect the change of φ as the window length m is increased to m+ 1,
FuzzEn (X,m, r) = log φm(r)− log φm+1(r). (9)
12. Distribution entropy (DistEn) measures the uncertainty of a process by estimating the proba-
bility distribution with a histogram [LLL+15]. With the zero-mean vector defined previously in
FuzzEn, the distance between two template vectors (windowed signals) is dij = ‖u[i]− u[j]‖∞
and is used to construct a histogram with B bins. The DistEn is then defined to be the entropy
of the random process dij :
DistEn (X,m,B) = − 1
logB
B∑
i=1
pi log pi, (10)
where pi is the relative frequency of each bin. A high DistEn value reflects the unpredictable
nature of the original sequence X.
13. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) entropy (SVDEn), first established in a brain-computer
interface application, was proposed to measure the temporal and spatial complexity of a process
based on entropy [RPR99]. Any rectangular matrix A has an SVD of A = UΣV T , where
Σ = diag(σ1, σ2, . . . , σm) containing the singular values of A. The number of non-zero singular
values of A determines its rank. In feature extraction, the normalized singular value is given
by σ˜j = σj/
m∑
i
σi and the SVDEn is defined as the entropy form of these normalized singular
values:
SVDEn(X) = −
∑
j
σ˜j log σ˜j . (11)
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For the temporal measurement, a delay method of time τ is used to construct each row of
the matrix A. For the spatial SVDEn, each row of the matrix A is a sequence of the EEG
signal from each channel. It is claimed that when the EEG signals are noisy, potentially all
singular values are non-zero (A is full rank). More importantly, it is observed that singular
values associated with noisy signals are significantly smaller than the deterministic (noiseless)
signal. Therefore, a low SVDEn value spatially and temporally indicates patterns of epileptic
seizure in EEG signals because the singular values from the EEG signals from a seizure are
higher than those of the normal signals.
14. Hurst exponent (HE ) [Hur51] indicates a degree of time series tendency. We call a partial
time series of X as a chopped signal having length m, such that m < N , e.g. m = N/2. A
cumulative deviate series, or so-called partial cumulative time series, is defined as
z[t] =
t∑
j=0
(x[j]− x¯) , (12)
where x¯ = (1/m)
m−1∑
i=0
x[i] is the average of the partial time series. With these auxiliary signals,
we consider R(m) as a cumulative range: R(m) = max
t
z[t] − min
t
z[t], and S(m) as the SD
of the partial time series. Then, the HE is defined as the slope of the straight line that fits
log (R(m)/S(m)) as a function of logm by the least-square method.
log (R(m)/S(m)) = HE · logm.
With a fixed m, we observe how the signal is fluctuated from its mean via z and the range of
this fluctuation is explained in R, relative to the SD (normalized by S). Thus, the HE tends
to capture how this range grows as m increases and approximates it as a linear growth in a
log-scale.
15. Fractal dimension is a mathematical index for measuring signal complexity [Fal04]. The
Higuchi dimension (DH) was proposed to calculate the fractal dimension for a time series
in the time domain [Hig88]. A partial length, denoted as Lm(τ), is calculated from a partial
time series with a time interval τ and an initial time m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , τ as
Lm(τ) =
1
τ
bN−mτ c∑
i=1
|x[m+ iτ ]− x[m+ (i− 1)τ ]|
 N − 1
bN−mτ cτ
. (13)
The slope of the straight-line fitting logL(τ) as a function of log τ is equal to −DH(X), where
L(τ) is the average of Lm(τ) over τ . Moreover, there is another approach, the Minkowski
dimension or box-counting dimension (DB), that measures the complexity of images and signals
by counting square boxes that cover the object [Fal04]. Here, DB(X) is defined as
DB(X) = lim
→0
logN()
log(1/)
, (14)
where N() is the number of boxes of size  of each side required to cover the signal.
16. Local Binary Pattern (LBP), Local Neighbor Descriptive Pattern (LNDP), and Local Gradient
Pattern (LGP) are encoding techniques that transform a partial time series into encoded
patterns [KKP15, JB17]. For i = 0, 1, . . . , N −m − 1 when m is a positive even integer, the
LBP of the partial time series is defined as the difference between the partial time series and
its center:
LBPi(X) =
m/2−1∑
j=0
Θ (x[i+ j]− x[i+m/2]) 2j +
m−1∑
j=m/2
Θ (x[i+ j + 1]− x[i+m/2]) 2j , (15)
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where Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. The LNDP captures the relationship of signals
from the neighbor sequences and is defined by
LNDPi(X) =
m−1∑
j=0
Θ(x[i+ j]− x[i+ j + 1])2j . (16)
Whereas the LGP represents the changes in a signal as measured by the difference between
signal gradients and the average gradient, and defined by
LGPi(X) =
m/2−1∑
j=0
Θ
(
|x[i+ j]− x[i+m/2]| − 1
m
m∑
k=0
|x[i+ k]− x[i]|
)
2j
+
m−1∑
j=m/2
Θ
(
|x[i+ j + 1]− x[i+m/2]| − 1
m
m∑
k=0
|x[i+ k]− x[i]|
)
2j . (17)
These three parameters are pattern indicators and their histograms can form into features.
The main advantage of these parameters is their invariant properties. The LBP is globally
invariant, while the LNDP and LGP are not affected by local variation in the signal. From the
algorithms, it was observed that histograms from normal and seizure EEG signals are different;
the histograms of LBP, LNDP, and LGP from the abnormal signals have a high frequency at
some specific values.
17. Three Hjorth parameters (activity, mobility, and complexity) were established to characterize
the spectral properties of EEG signals in the time domain [Hjo70]. The activity is the variance
of a signal and is high during seizure events in terms of a high amplitude variation from its
mean. The mobility is a measure of a quantity related to the SD of the signal PSD. The
mobility is expressed as the ratio of the SD of a signal derivative to the SD of the signal.
Complexity represents the difference between the signal and a pure sine wave. The complexity
is defined by the ratio of the mobility of a signal derivative to the mobility of the signal.
18. Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) is a method of examining the self-correlation of a signal,
which is similar to the HE. Its calculation is conducted by the following steps [BS12]. A
partial cumulative time series, z[t], as defined in (12) is used to determine a trend of the
signal. Subsequently, z[t] is then segmented into a signal of length n. A local trend of the
segment is estimated by a least-square straight line zˆ[t]. The mean-squared residual F [n] is
then obtained from
F [n] =
√√√√ 1
N
N−1∑
t=0
(z[t]− zˆ[t])2. (18)
DFA(X) is defined as the slope of the straight-line fitting logF [n] as a function of log n in
a regression setting. The result indicates the fluctuation of the signal when its local trend is
removed.
19. Number of zero-crossings is an indirect measurement of the frequency characteristics of a
signal. If this number is large, it means the signal contains high frequency components and
more uncertainty.
20. Number of local extrema is the total number of local maxima and minima in a signal. It is
similar to the number of zero-crossings that indirectly represents the frequency measurement
of the signal.
2.2 Frequency-domain features (FDFs)
Frequency domain analysis is also crucial, since a frequency representation of an EEG signal provides
some useful information about patterns in the signal. The PSD and the normalized PSD (by the
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total power) are mostly used to extract features that represent the power partition at each frequency.
This section describes features that are extracted from the PSD.
1. The energy is extracted from some specified frequency ranges, usually corresponding to normal
EEG activities, to determine the EEG rhythmicity in each frequency range.
2. Intensity weighted mean frequency (IWMF ), also known as the mean frequency, gives the mean
of the frequency distribution using the normalized PSD, and is defined as
IWMF (X) =
∑
k
x[k]f [k], (19)
where x[k] is the normalized PSD of an EEG epoch at the frequency f [k].
3. Intensity weighted bandwidth (IWBW ), or the SD frequency, is a measure of the PSD width
in terms of the SD, and is defined as
IWBW (X) =
√∑
k
x [k] (f [k]− IMWF (X))2, (20)
where x[k] is the normalized PSD. According to the seizure patterns in typical EEG signals,
the PSD is sharper during seizure activities. Therefore, the IWBW is smaller during those
activities.
4. Spectral edge frequency (SEF ), denoted as SEFα, is the frequency at which the total power of
the normalized PSD, x[k], is equal to α percent. We define SEFα as the frequency f [kSEF] such
that
kSEF∑
k=0
x[k] = 0.01α. By this definition, the median frequency is a related feature, defined
as the frequency at which the total power is equally separated and is, therefore, equal to the
SEF50.
5. Spectral entropy (SE) is a measure of the random process uncertainty from the frequency
distribution. A low SE value means the frequency distribution is intense in some frequency
bands. Its calculation is similar to that for the ShEn but replaces the probability distribution
with the normalized PSD as follows:
SE(X) = −
∑
k
x[k] log x[k]. (21)
6. Peak frequency, also called dominant frequency, is the frequency at which the PSD of the
highest average power in its full-width-half-max (FWHM) band has the highest magnitude.
Since the peak frequencies of normal and seizure are located differently, it can be used to
differentiate the two events.
7. Bandwidth of the dominant frequency is defined as the FWHM band corresponding to the
peak frequency. Regarding the rhythmicity of an EEG signal, it can be implied that, during
seizure activities, there are frequency ranges that are more intense. Hence, the bandwidth is
supposedly small during the seizure activities.
8. Power ratio of the current and background epochs at the same frequency range is determined
to compare the powers. The power of a seizure period is relatively higher than that of the
background.
2.3 Time-frequency-domain features (TFDFs)
Since an seizure occurrence can be captured by both TDFs and FDFs, many transformation and
decomposition techniques that give information in terms of time and frequency have been widely
considered, e.g., STFT spectrogram and DWT analyses In this section, all the features are computed
from the results of decomposition techniques. For example, when the DWT was used, features were
calculated from the decomposition coefficients of some specific levels.
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1. Statistical parameters are also common in the time-frequency domain. Like TDFs, these
attributes are computed to distinguish statistical characteristics of normal and seizure EEG
signals in each specified frequency sub-band. Features applied in previous studies included the
mean, absolute mean, variance, SD, skewness, kurtosis, absolute median, and minimum and
maximum values.
2. The energy, average power, and RMS are used to observe the amplitudes of signals correspond-
ing to specific frequency sub-bands.
3. The line length is used to estimate the fractal dimension of the DWT decomposition coefficients.
4. The ShEn, ApEn, PE, and WPE, entropy-based indicators, determine the uncertainties and
complexities of decomposed signals.
5. Additionally, HE and DH are applied to demonstrate randomness in a time series corresponding
to the DWT coefficients of each sub-band.
6. Autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA) model parameters of a time
series model are fitted to DWT coefficient sequences. It is assumed that the time-series models
explaining the dynamics of ictal and normal EEG patterns are different. Time-series model pa-
rameters are then estimated for each sub-band where stationarity assumption holds. However,
it is claimed that ARMA parameters were significant features only in some sub-bands [GSK18].
2.4 Complexity of feature extraction
Suppose a raw EEG time series is split into epochs; each of which contains N time samples that
are extracted into a feature. Based on mathematical expressions of each feature, we describe its
computational complexity as a function of N samples. Firstly, simple features that require only
O(N) are standard statistical parameters, except those which need a prior sorting process, including
mode, median, Q1, Q3, and IQR, which require O(N logN), energy, NE, RMS, line length, Hjorth
parameters, number of zero-crossing, and number of local extrema. The HE, DFA, and fractal
dimension features involve calculating a partial time series and solving a regression with one variable,
so the first task is the more dominant. The complexity of these features is still linear in N , O(N).
Similarly, the main calculation of LBP, LNDP, and LGP are from computing partial time series of
length m. Since the computational complexity of computing each partial time series is linear in m
and there exists N −m partial time series where m << N , then the total complexity for calculation
of these features is O(N), or O(Nm) (to be more precise).
Complexities of entropy-related features differ in the methods of approximating the probability
distribution (a bubble sort algorithm requires O(N2), while a quicksort takes O(N logN) [CLRS09]).
For exmaple, the ShEn needs O(N logN). Also, the ApEn, FuzzyEn, DistEn, and SampEn nor-
mally require complexities of O(N2) because there are approximately N(N − 1)/2 similarity com-
parisons between two template vectors [RM00, Man08]. Additionally, some complexities of entropy
calculation can be reduced to O(N logN) using a sorting algorithm before computing the self-
similarity [FZˇ13, MAS18]. Moreover, the PE and WPE require comparison of m! permutation
patterns and a template vector of length m. So there exist (m!)(N −m + 1) comparisons, making
the computational complexity O((m!)N). On the other hand, the SVDEn needs SVD computa-
tion at the beginning followed by the entropy calculation. The complexity of calculating SVD is
O(m2N +m3), where m is the number of the singular values and m < N and the entropy calcula-
tion requires O(m). Therefore, the complexity of SVDEn is dominated by the SVD computation of
O(m2N +m3).
Computing FDFs firstly requires the Fourier transform that needs O(N logN) for the fast-
Fourier transform. Subsequent processes in calculating energy, IWMF, IWBW, SEF are just linear
in N , so the complexity of the FDFs is O(N logN). Computational complexities of TFDFs can
be dominated by two processes: signal decomposition and feature extraction, depending on which
step has a higher complexity. For example, the DWT has the complexity of O(N), while the STFT
has the complexity of O(N logm), where m is a size of the moving window. If the energy feature
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is calculated from STFT, then the overall complexity is O(N logm). On the other hand, the total
complexity is O(N logN) when the ApEn is calculated from DWT coefficients.
3 Epileptic seizure detection
3.1 Performance metrics
The method to assess AESD is critical for comparing detection algorithms. As a binary classification,
seizure detection results from a classifier are comprised of true positive (TP), false positive (FP),
false negative (FN), and true negative (TN). These quantities can be formed into a true positive rate
(TPR) and a false positive rate (FPR), or as sensitivity (Sen), specificity (Spec) and accuracy (Acc).
The accuracy is the overall classification performance, where the sensitivity and specificity are re-
garded as how well the algorithm detects seizure and normal outcomes, respectively. Currently, there
are two sets of evaluation metrics in the AESD: epoch-based and event-based metrics [TTM+11b].
Epoch-based metrics are indicators used to evaluate the detection performance when each epoch
segmented from a long EEG signal is supposed to be a separate data sample. The epoch-based
metrics are calculated from the numbers of TP, FP, FN, and TN evaluated on all samples. For ex-
ample, accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity have been reported in many studies [ASS+13, GRD+10,
AWG06]. Nevertheless, these epoch-based metrics can lead to wrong diagnosis when seizure events
are incorrectly recognized. For instance, an algorithm wrongly classifying one totally short seizure
event as normal still achieves a high epoch-based performance since there are many other epochs
that are correctly detected.
Event-based metrics, on the other hand, are used to evaluate a classifier based on seizure events
in EEG signals. Two common metrics, good detection rate (GDR) and FPR per hour (FPR/h), are
calculated based on the intersection of detection results and annotations [VI17, SG10a, SLUC15].
Here, GDR is defined as the percentage of detected seizure events that have an overlap with the
annotations and FPR/h is the proportion of events declared as a seizure without any intersection
with the annotations in one hour. A higher GDR indicates a higher number of correctly detected
seizure events, while a small FPR/h refers to having a lower number of wrongly recognized seizure
events. However, care is required with these high event-based metrics to avoid being misled into a
conclusion of a correct detection when a duration is considered. For example, declaring an occurrence
of seizure at the last second of an actual seizure event is still counted as good detection even though
the detection system nearly misses the whole seizure event.
3.2 Selected features used in epileptic seizure detection
From the lists of common features described in Section 2, this section summarizes how those features
were applied to AESD in the literature. Performances of the detection algorithms generally depend
on both feature selection and the classifier, so we report the classification method, features and
categories by domains, and the performance results in Tables 1 and 2 for studies using the CHB-
MIT Scalp EEG database [GAG+00] and in Tables 3 and 4 for those using the Bonn University
database [ALM+01]. The description of the CHB-MIT Scalp EEG database is explained in Section 5.
For the Bonn University database, there are five sets of data, each of which contains 100 single-
channel EEG samples. Only one data set consisted of seizure activities recorded intracranially
from epileptic patients, whereas the others were regarded as non-epileptic EEG signals. More data
description is available in [ALM+01]. We have separated these summaries according to the databases
so that a fair comparison of performance results can be concluded. However, even though these
studies tested the methods on the same database, the selection of data records in each paper can be
varied or this information was not available. In this case, the interpretation of performance figures
should be performed with care, and we have put a footnote to such publications. The methods are
described as a series of transformations or pre-processing steps (if performed) followed by classifiers.
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Table 1: Summary of automated epileptic seizure detection using the CHB-MIT Scalp EEG database
when single-domain features were used.
Domain Features Method Performance Ref.
Time Raw signal ANN Acc = 100% [CCS+18]
EEG Thresholding Sen = 88.50%, FPh = 0.18 [SLUC15]
Line length, NE, variance, average power, max RBF SVM Acc = 95.17%, Sen = 66.35%, Spec = 96.91% [Jan17a]
Absolute mean values, average power, SD, ratio of absolute
mean values, skewness, kurtosis
MSPCA + EMD + RF Acc = 96.90% [AKS18]
MSPCA + EMD + SVM Acc = 97.50% [AKS18]
MSPCA + EMD + ANN Acc = 96.90% [AKS18]
MSPCA + EMD + k-NN Acc = 94.90% [AKS18]
DB RVM Sen = 97.00%, FPR/h = 0.24 [VI17]
Frequency Energy RBF SVM Sen = 96.00%, FPR/h = 0.08 [SG10a]∗
Time-frequency Spectrogram STFT + SSDA Acc = 93.82% [YXJZ17]
Mean, ratio of variance, SD, skewness, kurtosis, mean fre-
quency, peak frequency
DWT + ELM Acc = 94.83% [AS16]
Log of variance DWT + thresholding Acc = 93.24%, Sen = 83.34%, Spec = 93.53% [Jan17b]
DWT + RBF SVM Acc = 96.87%, Sen = 72.99%, Spec = 98.13% [Jan17a]
Absolute mean, average power, SD, ratio of absolute mean,
skewness, kurtosis
MSPCA1 + DWT + RF Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + DWT + SVM Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + DWT + ANN Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + DWT + k-NN Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + WPD2 + RF Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + WPD + SVM Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + WPD + ANN Acc = 100% [AKS18]
MSPCA + WPD + k-NN Acc = 100% [AKS18]
Energy HWPT3 + RVM Sen = 97.00%, FPR/h = 0.25 [VI17]
Energy, DB HWPT + RVM Sen = 97.00%, FPR/h = 0.10 [VI17]
1 Multi-scale principal component analysis, 2 wavelet packet decomposition,3 harmonic wavelet packet transform
∗ Use all data records
Table 2: Summary of automated epileptic seizure detection using the CHB-MIT Scalp EEG database
when multi-domain features were used.
Time Frequency Time-frequency Method Performance Ref.
Variance, RMS, skewness,
kurtosis, SampEn
Peak frequency, median
frequency
LDA Sen = 70.00%, Spec = 83.00% [FHH+16]
QDA Sen = 65.00%, Spec = 92.00% [FHH+16]
Polynomial classifier Sen = 70.00%, Spec = 83.00% [FHH+16]
Logistic regression Sen = 79.00%, Spec = 86.00% [FHH+16]
k-NN Sen = 84.00%, Spec = 85.00% [FHH+16]
DT Sen = 78.00%, Spec = 80.00% [FHH+16]
Parzen classifier Sen = 61.00%, Spec = 86.00% [FHH+16]
SVM Sen = 79.00%, Spec = 86.00% [FHH+16]
3.2.1 Time-domain features (TDFs)
Previous studies using TDFs in both databases are depicted in Tables 1 and 3. The most obvious
approach was to use the raw EEG signals as inputs but a deep learning process to extract the pat-
terns. Using the raw signal with ANN [CCS+18] and one-dimensional CNN following the z-score
normalization process [AOH+18] provided promising results. However, data used in [CCS+18] were
only chosen from female patients, where the records contained epileptic activities in the frontal lobe
and the activities were only simple and complex partial epilepsy. A thresholding technique using
aEEG was used in [SLUC15], where the threshold could be simultaneously updated. The proposed
method effectively detected a high-amplitude seizure, but it also responded to high-amplitude ar-
tifacts. Thus, it is unsuitable for detecting a seizure when the EEG signals are contaminated with
artifacts. Another disadvantage of the detection algorithm was that it required the EEG signal to
be normal at the beginning and ictal patterns must be adequately long. Hence, only 85 seizure
events were left for evaluation. When a single feature was extracted to detect epilepsy, amplitude
or uncertainty-related features were commonly used with a ML technique. Results of using LBP
with k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) showed that histograms between normal and epileptic patterns were
different [KKP15]. Similarly, LNDP and LGP were individually applied to k-NN, SVM, decision
tree (DT), and ANN to distinguish their patterns in epileptic EEG signals [JB17]. As a result, both
LNDP and LGP achieved capabilities of analyzing seizures for any classifiers while k-NN had the
fastest computation. In addition, PE was employed to distinguish seizures from EEG signals where
it was concluded that PE from a normal EEG signal was higher than that from a seizure EEG sig-
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nal [LYLO14]. Furthermore, WPE, which was calculated from sub-segments of one-long epoch and
then concatenated into a feature vector, was used with three classifiers: linear SVM, radial basis
function kernel SVM (RBF SVM), and ANN to find the performance of each classifier [TYK16].
Combining WPE and RBF SVM outperformed the other two classifiers. Unlike the ML approach,
the results of using a thresholding method with ApEn as a single feature showed that the seizure
period obtained lower ApEn than the normal period [Oca09]. An error energy obtained from a
linear predictive filter was used in a thresholding method in [ATE10], where the epileptic group had
a higher error energy than the normal group.
On the other hand, making use of several TDFs applied to ML techniques was found in [AKS18,
LKY+18] (Tables 1 and 3). In [AKS18], statistical features, including absolute mean, SD, skew-
ness, kurtosis, ratio of absolute mean, and average power of each IMF obtained from EMD, were
computed following an artifact removal using a multi-scale principal component analysis (MSPCA),
and then passed to many classifiers, including SVM, ANN and k-NN. Applying FuzzEn and DistEn
in [LKY+18] to a multi-length segmentation approach and a quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA)
showed that this combination could identify seizures. However, their performance was inferior to
that in [JB17] which used only single features with ANN or k-NN. Alternatively, among pioneer
works in epilepsy detection (not listed in the tables as the data were from different sources), there
were studies considering a group of features applied to a criterion-based classifier as opposed to ML
approaches [Got82, GG76, DJCF93]. The average amplitude relative to the background, average
duration, and CV of durations of half-wave transformation were applied to detect epilepsy [Got82].
A half-wave established in [GG76] was proposed to determine the amplitude and the duration of the
wave. The results showed that the CV should be small, indicating a measure of rhythmicity of the
EEG signal, the average duration was limited in some specific range, and the average amplitude was
high. Similarly, after the half-wave transformation, duration, amplitude, and sharpness (defined by
the slope of the half-wave) were extracted and then compared to its background activity [DJCF93],
which revealed that these features were in a specific range during epileptic seizures. However, the
specific range was not provided in [DJCF93]. Energies from three IMFs performed by a thresholding
method from the epilepsy period were higher compared to the normal [OLC+09].
3.2.2 Frequency-domain features (FDFs)
From Tables 1 and 3, commonly-used features in the frequency domain were PSD, peak amplitude,
peak frequency, and energy. In [PG07], the combination of PSD based on the Welch method and
DT as a classifier achieved a high performance, both in terms of sensitivity and specificity. The
first four local extrema and their frequencies obtained from the PSD of the signal computed by
several PSD estimation methods (ARMA, Yule-Walker equation, and Burg) were used to identify
epileptiform activities [FAMS10]. These features computed from any estimated PSD performed well
with ANN and RBF SVM but the performance dropped when using these features with a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM). By means of filter bank analysis, the energy obtained from each frequency
range of three consecutive epochs was concatenated into a feature vector for temporal and spectral
information, and then applied to RBF SVM for classification [SG10a]. As a result, the energies from
the seizure group tended to be higher than that of the normal group.
Furthermore, some features in the frequency domain were used jointly to detect epilepsy. Both
criteria-based and ML methods were used in the AESD. The peak frequency, bandwidth of the peak
frequency, and power ratio of the current and background epochs in the same frequency range were
applied to the AESD in newborns [GFZR97]. These features with appropriate thresholds could
identify a large part of seizures but still incorrectly classified some seizure events, such as slow or
spike waves.
3.2.3 Time-frequency-domain features (TFDFs)
Common transformed signals still containing information of both time and frequency domains were
analyzed by STFT or DWT. Firstly, we describe the literature that regards the transformed signals
as raw features. By using a deep learning approach, the STFT spectrogram of a raw EEG signal
was considered as a feature with a modified stacked sparse denoising autoencoder (mSSDA) as
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Table 3: Summary of automated epileptic seizure detection using the Bonn University database
when single-domain features were used.
Domain Features Method Performance Ref.
Time Raw signal CNN Acc = 88.70%, Sen = 95.00%, Spec = 90.00% [AOH+18]
Linear prediction error energy Thresholding Sen = 92.00%, Spec = 94.50% [ATE10]
LBP k-NN Acc = 99.33% [KKP15]
LNDP ANN Acc = 98.72%, Sen = 98.30%, Spec = 98.82% [JB17]
1D-LGP ANN Acc = 98.65%, Sen = 98.44%, Spec = 98.70% [JB17]
FuzzyEn, DistEn QDA Acc = 92.80%, Sen = 90.67%, Spec = 92.80% [LKY+18]
ApEn Thresholding Acc = 73.00% [Oca09]
WPE Linear SVM Acc = 91.63% [TYK16]
RBF SVM Acc = 93.38% [TYK16]
ANN Acc = 91.86% [TYK16]
Frequency PSD DT Acc = 98.72%, Sen = 99.40%, Spec = 99.31% [PG07]
Peak amplitude, peak frequency PSD (ARMA) + GMM Sen = 70.00%, Spec = 53.33% [FAMS10]
PSD (ARMA) + ANN Sen = 91.67%, Spec = 83.33% [FAMS10]
PSD (ARMA) + RBF SVM Sen = 96.67%, Spec = 86.67% [FAMS10]
PSD (YW) + GMM Sen = 78.33%, Spec = 83.33% [FAMS10]
PSD (YW) + ANN Sen = 98.33%, Spec = 90.00% [FAMS10]
PSD (YW) + RBF SVM Sen = 96.67%, Spec = 86.67% [FAMS10]
PSD (Burg) + GMM Sen = 75.00%, Spec = 93.33% [FAMS10]
PSD (Burg) + ANN Sen = 98.33%, Spec = 96.67% [FAMS10]
PSD (Burg) + RBF SVM Sen = 98.33%, Spec = 96.67% [FAMS10]
Time-frequency log of Fourier spectrum at scale 4 and 5 DT-CWT4 + k-NN Acc = 100% [Che14]
Mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, entropy EWT5 + RBF SVM Acc = 100% [AJG17]
Absolute coefficients, absolute mean, absolute median, ab-
solute SD, absolute max, absolute min
RDSTFT6 + ANN Acc = 99.80%, Sen = 99.90%, Spec = 99.60% [SKG15]
Absolute mean, average power, SD DWT + PCA + RBF SVM Acc = 98.75%, Sen = 99.00%, Spec = 98.50% [SG10b]
DWT + LDA + RBF SVM Acc = 100%, Sen = 100%, Spec = 100% [SG10b]
DWT + ICA + RBF SVM Acc = 99.50%, Sen = 99.00%, Spec = 100% [SG10b]
Absolute max, absolute min, absolute mean, SD WPD + k-NN Acc = 99.45% [WMX11]
Line length DWT + ANN Acc = 97.77% [GRD+10]
Fractional energy SPWVD7 + ANN Acc = 99.92% [TTF07]
ApEn MWT8 (GHM) + ANN Acc = 96.69%, Sen = 98.62%, Spec = 89.91% [GRP10]
MWT (CL) + ANN Acc = 95.15%, Sen = 96.57%, Spec = 89.21% [GRP10]
MWT (SA4) + ANN Acc = 98.27%, Sen = 99.00%, Spec = 95.50% [GRP10]
DWT + Thresholding Acc = 96.00% [Oca09]
WPE DWT + Linear SVM Acc = 86.50% [TYK16]
DWT + RBF SVM Acc = 88.25% [TYK16]
DWT + ANN Acc = 86.63% [TYK16]
HE, ARMA parameters DCT + RBF SVM Acc = 97.79%, Sen = 97.97%, Spec = 97.60% [GSK18]
HE, fractal dimension, PE DT-CWT + RBF SVM Acc = 98.87%, Sen = 98.20%, Spec = 100% [LCZ17a]
DT-CWT + k-NN Acc = 97.80%, Sen = 97.20%, Spec = 98.60% [LCZ17a]
DT-CWT + DT Acc = 90.33%, Sen = 90.00%, Spec = 94.00% [LCZ17a]
DT-CWT + RF Acc = 98.13%, Sen = 98.20%, Spec = 98.40% [LCZ17a]
4 Dual-tree complex wavelet transform, 5 empirical wavelet transform, 6 rational discrete STFT, 7 smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution, 8 multiwavelet transform
Note that all publications used every set of the data but none of them explained which segments were selected.
Table 4: Summary of automated epileptic seizure detection using the Bonn University database
when multi-domain features were used.
Time Frequency Time-frequency Method Performance Ref.
Mean, energy, SD, max value Mean, energy, SD, max value DWT + HHT + NNE Acc = 98.78% [LCZ17b]
DWT + HHT + ANN Acc = 88.00% [LCZ17b]
DWT + HHT + RNN Acc = 91.33% [LCZ17b]
DWT + HHT + SVM Acc = 94.67% [LCZ17b]
DWT + HHT + k-NN Acc = 95.33% [LCZ17b]
DWT + HHT + LDA Acc = 92.67% [LCZ17b]
Max, min, mean, SD, kurto-
sis, skewness, Q1, Q3, IQR,
median, mode, mobility, com-
plexity, SampEn, HE, DFA
Max, min, mean, SD, ShEn DWT + RF Acc = 97.40%, Sen = 97.40%, Spec = 97.50% [MZCC17]
DB Energy HWPT + RVM Acc = 99.80%, Sen = 100%, Spec = 99.00% [VI17]
Note that all publications used every set of the data but none of them explained which segments were selected.
a classifier [YXJZ17]. This combination was then compared to the other classifiers, where the
result showed that the mSSDA could successfully distinguish epilepsy from normality. Similarly, the
logarithms of the Fourier spectrum of dual-tree complex transform (DT-CWT) coefficients at scales
4 and 5 were performed with k-NN for detecting epilepsy [Che14]. This approach performed well
with an accuracy of 100% and could be implemented in real time because of its low computational
complexity, consuming 14.4 milliseconds for processing.
The other group of previous studies further extracted features from STFT or DWT sequences.
Amplitude and uncertainty measurements were commonly used individually, whereas statistical
parameters were jointly employed in general. Secondly, we describe studies that applied a single
feature on transformed signals. A logarithm of variance of each DWT sub-band coefficients from a
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chosen channel were used independently with a threshold [Jan17b] to detect patient-specific epileptic
seizure. The use of this feature obtained outstanding average performances of 93.24% accuracy,
83.34% sensitivity, and 93.53% specificity from the best classification result from each chosen patient.
The author also applied combinations of those features to SVM and thoroughly compared the results
with TDFs [Jan17a]. The TDFs were line length, NE, variance, power, and maximum value of raw
EEG signals. As a result, the best average detection performances from each patient using SVM
with wavelet-based features were average accuracy of 96.87%, sensitivity of 72.99%, and specificity
of 98.13%. On the other hand, the best average outcomes using TDFs were 95.17% accuracy, 66.35%
sensitivity, and 96.91% specificity, respectively. The energy calculated from each transformation was
commonly used in seizure detection. The energy from each DWT sub-band coefficients with RBF
SVM was used to present the spectrum in each sub-band [SEC+04]. Similarly, fractional energies,
energies in specific frequency bands and time windows of a Smoothed pseudo WVD (SPWVD) were
applied to principal component analysis (PCA) and ANN, resulting in a high average accuracy of
95.00% [TTF07].
Furthermore, energies from Cohen’s class transformation, including SPWVD, were employed
to analyze EEG signals [TTF09]. As a result, the energy computed from any transformation was
successfully able to distinguish epileptic EEG from normal EEG. The line length calculated from
DWT coefficients with ANN could determine seizures properly [GRD+10]. For the uncertainty-
related features, the ApEn, calculated from DWT coefficients, was also applied to a criteria-based
detection system [Oca09] and the ApEn computed from multiwavelet transform (MWT) was used
with ANN [GRP10] in the AESD. Three famous multiwavelets, namely Gernoimo-Hardin-Massopust
(GHM), Chui-Lian (CL), and SA4, were exploited. Both approaches achieved an accuracy of 95-
98%. In addition, as a result in [Oca09], the ApEn had small values in a seizure group and using
DWT could improve and provide some useful information for the AESD. When WPE was extracted
from the DWT coefficients in [TYK16], the work tested the methods of ANN, linear SVM, and RBF
SVM, and the results indicated that RBF SVM could surpass the two other classifiers, but with
lower accuracies than those of [GRP10] evaluated on the same data set.
Thirdly, we discuss TFDFs that were applied jointly. In this case, statistical parameters and
amplitude-related measures were commonly used. The absolute mean, SD, average power of DWT
coefficients of each level, and ratio of absolute mean values of the adjacent sub-bands were combined
and applied to the dimensionality reduction techniques of PCA, independent component analysis
(ICA), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to extract useful features and reject meaningless fea-
tures [SG10b]. The dimension-reduced feature vector was classified by RBF SVM and the results
showed that this feature-based approach could firmly detect seizure with an accuracy of 98-100%.
The mean, SD, skewness, kurtosis, and ratio of variance of the adjacent sub-bands computed from
the DWT coefficients of every decomposition level, and mean frequency and peak frequency calcu-
lated from the PSD of each decomposition level were cooperated with an extreme learning machine
(ELM) to classify an epileptic EEG signal [AS16]. Due to the efficiency of computation in the
ELM [HZS06], this combination could perform the detection accurately and quickly in a short time.
Nevertheless, a total of 20 recordings from three patients was used to evaluate the classification per-
formance. The absolute mean, SD, skewness, kurtosis, ratio of absolute mean, and average power of
each decomposition level were applied with DWT and wavelet packet decomposition (WPD) in the
AESD [AKS18]. A noise reduction of the multi-channel EEG signals was done by the MSPCA and
when using this with the RF, SVM, ANN, and k-NN classifiers, it achieved an accuracy of 100%.
However, the authors only used 2,000 8-second EEG segments, 1,000 segments for each class, as
samples in the experiments. Moreover, the mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, and ShEn of each
sub-band in the empirical wavelet transform (EWT) were extracted and the use of these features
could potentially detect focal epilepsy automatically by RBF SVM with a reported accuracy of
100% [AJG17]. The absolute mean, absolute median, absolute maximum, absolute minimum, and
absolute values of coefficients from Rational discrete STFT (RDSTFT) were investigated with di-
verse classifiers [SKG15]. The results indicated that the ANN was the most optimal classifier, and
the absolute median and some absolute coefficients were the most dominant features.
In addition to statistical parameters, combinations of uncertainty and similarity measurements
were also established to indicate a periodic pattern of seizure. The PE, HE, and DH extracted
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from some DT-CWT sub-band coefficients were used as the features for RBF SVM, k-NN, DT and
RF analyses [LCZ17a]. These features from each decomposition level could separate the seizure
activities from the normal group. The HE estimated from discrete-time fractional Brownian motion
process and discrete-time fractional Gaussian motion process and ARMA parameters from multi-
rate filter bank were computed and applied to the RBF SVM to detect seizure [GSK18]. As a result,
the HE of each sub-band was different according to the stationarity of each sub-band, and the HE
and the ARMA parameters computed from some sub-band coefficients were significant.
3.2.4 Multi-domain features
In terms of the complementary information that cannot be achieved in one domain, some studies have
used features from different domains combined into a feature vector. Table 4 shows that features from
the time domain and time-frequency domain were commonly used together since the time-frequency
domain also provides spectral information. A combination of the mean, SD, energy, and maximum
value from EEG signal and from the envelope spectrum of some DWT sub-bands were also formed
as features and applied to a neural network ensemble (NNE) [LCZ17b]. The authors reported that
features extracted from the envelope spectrum of the decomposition levels of the seizure group were
normally higher than in the normal group [LCZ17b]. The mean, SD, maximum and minimum values
of EEG signal combined with the energy ratio of each detail and approximation coefficients from
the DWT were employed with an Ant Colony classifier [SNM14]. As a result, these features were
typically higher in epileptic seizure periods, which agreed with previous studies.
The mean, SD, skewness, kurtosis, maximum and minimum values, median, mode, Q1, Q3,
IQR, mobility, complexity, HE, DFA, ShEn, and SampEn were computed from an EEG signal,
and the mean, SD, maximum and minimum values were obtained from each sub-band of DWT
[MZCC17]. Subsequently, a novel feature selection, the improved correlation-based feature selection,
was proposed to select significant features based on their correlation and then the selected features
were classified by the RF. The results showed that the feature dimension was extremely reduced and
the remaining features could improve the detection system compared to features selected by the CFS.
The variance, skewness, kurtosis, RMS, and SampEn calculated from each sub-band and complete
bandwidth based on the second order Butterworth filter, and peak frequency and median frequency
computed from the PSD of the bands were fed to several feature selection techniques and classifiers
to find the best combination [FHH+16]; see performance in Table 2. From the best results reported
in the article, the top five uncorrelated features via LDA a with backward search, a feature selection
method, in each region were mostly the RMSs of some frequency range. Moreover, compared to
several classifiers, k-NN performed the best with this approach. However, the authors selected only
records containing seizure activities to perform the experiments. In [VI17], the DB from raw EEG
signals and energies from each Harmonic wavelet packet transform (HWPT) sub-bands used with a
relevance vector machine (RVM) could be successfully applied in real-time settings.
On the other hand, some literature also included features from three domains to obtain infor-
mation from all different aspects. Twenty-one features from different domains, which were RMS,
NE, line length, number of zero-crossings, number of local extrema, three Hjorth parameters, ShEn,
ApEn, SVDEn, and error from validating an AR model on other segment obtained from an EEG sig-
nal, IWMF, IWBW, SEF90, the total power, peak frequency and bandwidth of the peak frequency
calculated from PSD, and energy extracted from a specific DWT sub-band that corresponded to
1.25-2.5 Hz, were tested with LDA to determine their abilities on neonatal seizure detection in
the EEG signal [GFM+08]. It showed that all the features combined achieved the best outcome,
although the RMS, number of local extrema, and line length were three most significant features.
Based on our review, the first conclusive point is that a raw EEG signal or coefficients of any
transformation were typically combined with a deep learning technique. Most studies were in favor
of a ML approach rather than a thresholding technique, since the threshold of each feature can vary
with subjects and baselines of EEG signals in a normal period. Secondly, no statistical parameter was
used individually in an AESD. In fact, statistical parameters were always applied with other features
that were related to amplitude or uncertainty measurement and with a ML technique. This implies
that statistical parameters alone do not attain sufficient information to distinguish the seizures
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from the normality. On the other hand, features, such as quantities of amplitude and similarity,
were commonly used separately from other features. In particular, the energy was the most widely
used feature that contributed to the meaning of amplitude. Moreover, attributes of amplitude
and uncertainty were also typically considered when being employed with statistical parameters.
This indicates that the amplitude-related features and similarity-uncertainty measurements have
the capability to distinguish the seizures from the normality in an EEG signal.
4 Methods for feature evaluation
Our paper aims to examine the significance of a single feature to the classification performance
through the Bayesian method. However, multiple features are commonly applied in practice, so a
redundancy analysis is also needed. Therefore, this section describes the brief concepts about the
Bayes classifier and the correlation-based feature selection.
4.1 Bayes error rate
Common feature selection and dimensionality reduction methods in AESD [AWG06, TTF07, BTRD15]
do not provide information about how a single feature independently improves the classification per-
formances. Hence, to determine the significance of each feature on the AESD, we employed the
Bayes classifier. If we define x as a feature, C(x) as a class in which feature x is classified, and Ci
denotes a class i labeled from the data, then a misclassification error is generally defined as
err =
∫ ∑
Ci 6=C(x)
P (Ci|x) p(x)dx, (22)
where P (Ci|x) is the posterior probability of x in class i, and p(x) is the probability density function
of x. Intuitively, we can interpret that the error is the total joint probability that the feature is
incorrectly classified. The Bayes optimal classifier gives the minimum error (the Bayes error rate)
by choosing the class of which the posterior probability is the highest [DGL13]. As a result, the
Bayes error rate (errb) is obtained from
errb =
∫ ∑
Ci 6=Cmax
P (Ci|x) p(x)dx, (23)
where Cmax is the class of which the posterior probability is maximum.
Practically, the distribution of a likelihood function is unknown, so a non-parametric distribution
estimation was exploited in our experiment and the posterior probability was obtained by Bayes’
rule:
P (Ci|x) = p(x|Ci)P (Ci)
p(x)
, (24)
where p(x|Ci) is the likelihood function, P (Ci) is the prior distribution, and p(x) is the evidence. For
all real x values, the likelihood function can be estimated using the non-parametric kernel smooth
function
p (x|Ci) = 1
Nih
Ni∑
j=1
K
(
x− xj
h
)
,
where Ni is the sample size of class Ci, xj is a sample in the class, K(x) is the Gaussian kernel and
h is a bandwidth [Fuk90, Par62]. Regarding a classification problem, the prior P (Ci) is assumed to
be binomial estimated by the size of class Ci divided by the total number of samples. Finally, p(x)
is obtained by the total probability and it completes the calculation of P (Ci|x) in (24).
Our problem was a two-class classification (normal/seizure) problem, so the Bayesian error was
reduced to
errb =
∫
min
i=1,2
P (Ci|x) p(x)dx, (25)
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where C1 and C2 stand for the seizure and normal classes. For the non-parametric kernel function,
h ≈ 1.06σˆN− 15i was chosen to be the optimal bandwidth, where σˆ is the sample SD of the sample.
We have observed that using conventional performance metrics, such as accuracy, cannot give
the significance of each individual feature. Hence, to evaluate the performance of individual features,
we proposed to use an improvement rate (rate) from a standard condition (err0) as follows:
err0 =
∞∫
−∞
P (C2|x) p(x)dx = P (C2) , rate = err0 − errb
err0
× 100%. (26)
4.2 Correlation-based feature selection (CFS)
The CFS introduced in [HS97] is a feature selection method based on the hypothesis that a good
subset of features is highly correlated with the class, but uncorrelated with others. For a feature subset
F containing k features, an index called heuristic merit is exploited to measure feature-feature and
feature-class correlations and is defined by
MeritF =
kr¯fc√
k + k(k − 1)r¯ff
, (27)
where r¯fc is the mean value of the correlation of feature and class, and r¯ff is the average of the
feature-feature correlation. To find the subset F with the highest merit score, we applied the CFS
algorithm provided in [ZMS+10], where the correlations are estimated by conditional entropy. The
algorithm initially assigns the subset F to be empty. New feature subsets are constructed by adding
another feature that has not been previously selected to F . All new subsets are then evaluated and
the subset having the best merit score is used as the subset F in the next iteration. This process
is repeated until F has m features. The final subset F contains features ranked in the descending
order by the merit score.
5 Experimental results
The experiment was performed on the public CHB-MIT Scalp EEG database [GAG+00] that con-
tains 24 EEG recordings from 23 patients: five males aged 3-22 years, 17 females aged 1.5-19 years,
and one anonymous subject. All EEG data were collected at the Children’s Hospital Boston and
the international 10-20 system was used to locate electrode placements. All signals were recorded
with a sampling frequency of 256 Hz digitized at 16-bit resolution and stored in an EDF file [Sho09].
This full database is publicly downloaded at PhysioNet (https://physionet.org/physiobank/
database/chbmit/).
Table 5: List of all records used to evaluate features.
Records
chb01 04 chb01 16 chb02 16+ chb02 19 chb03 03 chb03 35 chb04 08 chb04 28
chb05 06 chb05 13 chb06 01 chb06 04 chb07 13 chb07 19 chb08 02 chb08 05
chb09 06 chb09 08 chb10 38 chb10 89 chb11 92 chb11 99 chb12 33 chb12 38
chb13 19 chb13 55 chb14 04 chb14 18 chb15 06 chb15 15 chb16 17 chb16 18
chb17a 04 chb17b 63 chb18 32 chb18 35 chb19 29 chb19 30 chb20 14 chb20 16
chb21 21 chb21 22 chb22 21 chb22 22 chb23 06 chb23 09 chb24 04 chb24 11
We randomly chose two records from each case, subject to the inclusion condition that every
record must contain at least one seizure activity, so the records for assessing the improvement rate
of the Bayes error rate of each feature are shown in Table 5. The channels were sequentially listed
as follows: FP1-F7, F7-T7, T7-P7, P7-O1, FP1-F3, F3-C3, C3-P3, P3-O1, FP2-F4, F4-C4, C4-P4,
P4-O2, FP2-F8, F8-T8, T8-P8, and P8-O2.
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Table 6: List of features for the Bayesian error rate evaluation and redundancy analysis.
Domains Features
Time Mean, variance, CV, skewness, kurtosis, max, min, energy, NE, line length,
ShEn, ApEn, SampEn, number of zero-crossing, number of local extrema, mo-
bility, complexity
Frequency IWMF, IWBW, SE, peak frequency, peak amplitude
Time-
frequency
Mean, absolute mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, max, min, energy, line length
An EEG epoch was defined by segmenting a raw EEG signal in every channel with a 4-second
width. The next consecutive epoch was segmented from the raw EEG signal by moving the window
for 1 second. These choices were selected from inspecting the processing step using the commercial
Persyst [per] software. After the process of segmenting the raw EEG signals, a feature was then
computed from each epoch and each channel independently. Only commonly used features in the
literature were selected in this experiment (Table 6). For the ApEn and SampEn, the template
length, m, and the tolerance, r, were set to m = 2 and r = 0.2SD, where SD was the sample
SD of the segment. All TDFs were calculated from a raw EEG signal, whereas features from the
frequency domain were extracted from PSD and TFDFs were computed from DWT coefficients with
the Daubechies wavelet tap 4 for five levels.
The EEG channel selection is still an open research question and using multi-channel EEG signals
may be redundant. Moreover, some commercial software also analyzes the seizure activity over the
left and right sides of the brain. For these reasons, we have not explored the channel selection topic
but rather used a spatial averaging of features over the left and right sides of the brain, denoted as
xleft and xright, respectively. We then estimated the posterior probability distributions and computed
the Bayes error rates of using the left and right feature representatives.
5.1 Feature significance
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(a) Improvement rate calculated from the left hemi-
sphere.
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Figure 1: Improvement rate based on the Bayesian method of time-frequency domain features cal-
culated from DWT using Daubechies 4 wavelet.
From the chosen records, there were 263,424 samples in the normal group and 4,677 epochs
belonging to the seizure group, and so err0 = 4, 677/(263, 424 + 4, 677) = 0.0174. The features with
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Table 7: Bayes error (errb) and improvement rate of time-domain and frequency-domain features.
(a) Time-domain features.
Feature
Left side Right side
errb rate errb rate
Mean 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.05
Variance 0.0160 8.20 0.0166 4.78
CV 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Skewness 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Kurtosis 0.0174 0.08 0.0174 0.17
Max 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Min 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Energy 0.0160 8.18 0.0166 4.77
NE 0.0157 10.07 0.0160 8.36
Line length 0.0166 1.92 0.0167 1.16
ShEn 0.0174 0.33 0.0165 5.64
ApEn 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
SampEn 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Local extrema 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Zero-crossing 0.0174 0.09 0.0174 0.09
Mobility 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Complexity 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
(b) Frequency-domain features.
Feature
Left side Right side
errb rate errb rate
IWMF 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
IWBW 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
SE 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Peak amplitude 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
Peak frequency 0.0174 0.00 0.0174 0.00
an improvement rate higher than 4.5% were considered as significant. Table 7 shows the Bayes error
rate and improvement rate of each TDF and FDF. The results from this data set showed that most
features achieved almost the same Bayes errors that were close to err0, except for the variance,
energy, NE and ShEn that obtained high improvement rates of 4.77% to 10.07%. Figure 1 displays
the improvement rates of all TFDFs in each wavelet decomposition level. Note that D1, D2, D3, D4,
D5, and A5 represent sub-bands from which the features are extracted. Overall, the results showed
that the variance and energy of the wavelet coefficients in all decomposition levels yielded relatively
high improvement rates, compared to other features computed on the coefficients of other levels.
Specifically, energy from level D1 of the left half brain accomplished the highest improvement rate
of 13.51%. Line length from levels D5 and A5, and kurtosis from D1 of the left hemisphere also
achieved significant improvement rates. We found that the most significant features were related to
amplitudes and variations of the signals, such as variance, energy, and NE. Additionally, features that
can capture changes in amplitude, frequency, and rhythmicity gain some improvement, since there
is continuous evolution of amplitude, frequency, and rhythms during seizure activities compared to
the background [PPCE92]. On the other hand, FDFs do not help improve the performance from the
baseline because, in this data set, there are artifacts causing the probability of the seizure occurrence
to be less than that of the other class.
5.2 Feature redundancy analysis
The significant features achieving the improvement rate higher than 4.5% (in total, 34 features)
were then applied to the CFS algorithm to examine their redundancy. Figure 2 shows that the merit
score initially increases as m (the number of features in the subset) increases until the feature subset
contains five features, with a maximum score of 1.25× 10−2. As m increases beyond five, the merit
score decreases.
In addition, the features and their improvement rates in the final feature subset were ranked in
the descending order by the CFS as shown in Figure 3, where L and R stand for features computed
from the left side and right side, respectively. The features in the optimal subset were EnergyD1R,
VarianceD5L, VarianceD1L, EnergyD5L, and VarianceD1R. Accordingly, these five features also
achieved relatively high improvement rates among the significant features. As shown in Figure 2,
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Figure 3: The features ranked by CFS and their improvement rates. All features in the optimal
subset also obtained high improvement rates.
the merit scores of the optimal feature subset of each size were not that different. This indicated that
the results of feature significance from our experiments also agree with the outputs of the CFS. The
results in [AWG06] showed that the classification accuracy was not increased when other features
were added to the optimal feature subset. Moreover, these five features require just only O(N) for
the total computation. Hence, we suggest that these five features should be at least used as features
in the AESD because of their high improvement rates and low computational complexity.
6 Conclusions
This paper aimed to review details of features in epileptic seizure detection using EEG signals. We
provided mathematical descriptions and computations of features in detail to reduce inconsistencies
of some complicated feature definitions that have appeared in the literature. We also summarized
feature usages and intuitive meanings for detecting seizures according to their algorithms. Based on
our review, deep learning techniques were used in combination with raw EEG signals or coefficients
of a transformation, while shallow neural networks always required features as inputs. A single
statistical parameter (as a feature) was never used but combinations of them were applied. Such
common combinations, including energy and entropy, were applied with a classification from ML
approaches, while other types of features, such as entropy and fractal dimension, had sometimes
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been used independently. It was evident that the feature most widely used to quantify a relation
with amplitude was energy.
Furthermore, we conducted two experiments to verify the significance of each widely used fea-
ture from the time, frequency, and time-frequency domains, and to analyze the redundancy of those
features. Based on our experiment using the standard Bayes classifier, we concluded that vari-
ance, energy, NE, and ShEn extracted from raw EEG signals were useful for distinguishing between
seizure and normal EEG signals, and could improve the detection performance from the baseline
condition. However, other TDFs and FDFs gave insignificant outcomes for the detection of seizures.
Furthermore, features extracted from the DWT coefficients from some specific levels also provided
intrinsically useful information about seizure that could not be achieved from raw EEG signals.
Moreover, based on redundancy analysis, the top significant features selected from CFS were the
energy and variance from the DWT coefficients of some decomposition levels. Therefore, the energy
and variance calculated from the DWT coefficients were typically recommended to be used in both
online and offline AESD due to their significance and low computational complexity.
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